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Crow is one of the fast travelers with a movement speed of 2.5 tiles per second. Being a legendary brawler he is really hard to obtain.Crow – The Toxic Assassin“This enigmatic creature just appeared in town one day. Nobody dares to ruffle his feathers…not anymore”He is an assassin which means you should use him like an assassin and not a tank
killer like shelly.He can deal insane damage with poisoned blades up very close if you go very near brawlers.Crow – Brawl Stars Character Information Type: Ranged Brawler Super Range: 8.33 tiles Attack Range: 8.33 tiles Speed: 2.5 tiles per second Attack Reload: 1.5s Role: Damage Over Time Attack Radius: 3×3 tiles Rarity: Legendary“Crow’s
poison saps the strength of enemies, who deal 20% less damage while poisoned.”Carrion Crow“Crow deals +120 damage with his attack and Super to targets with 50% or less health.”How to Draw a Jumping FoxTo view this video please enable JavaScript, and consider upgrading to a web browser that supports HTML5 videoLevelHP Basic
Attack Super124003203202252033633632640352352427603683685288038438463000400400731204164168324043243293360448448AbilitiesBrawl Stars Character Strengths and Weakness Strengths WeaknessesVery fastNo burst damageLong attack rangeLow HP.Does damage over time, excellent in long battles.Can’t break walls.Great at kiting
enemies.Can escape using his super.Brawl Stars Character Tips You always want to make the most out of his range so always keep your distance but at the same time keep ur enemy in range so that you can attack them but they can’t hit back.Once in combat try to keep your enemy always poisoned so that they can’t regen and if in case they try to run
away using the bushes the poison will reveal their location.You should save up your super so that you can use it to run away or kill your opponent who is running away.Always keep in mind that crow has low hp so you don’t want to play too aggressive. You don’t wish to end up being next to a Primo/Bull.Don’t roam in the open always take cover and
peek around the corner to shoot. That way you can deal damage while staying unharmed.Crow works best against short-ranged Brawlers. His poison prevents them from healing, and his speed allows him to chase after them and also retreat if they attempt to attack you.Carrion Crow allows you to pick off lower-health targets with ease. Let someone
else damage a brawler to half health, then poke them until they’re finished.Crow’s Super is extremely useful, and should not be wasted. Despite the high close-range damage Crow has, it is best to poke at the enemy, and using your Super to either chase or get close to a lower health brawler.Crow’s daggers do little damage by themselves, but their
poisonous damage-over-time effect results in Crow’s victims taking double the damage of the initial hit alone.5 Things we lovecaptain crow’s poison stackgadgets defense booster crowmecha crow skinphoenix crow’s projectilesCrow’s fast reload speedHow To Use CrowCrow’s poison prevents the poisoned Brawler from self-healing for 4 seconds more
than the normal healing time (3 seconds) since the poison causes them to take damage for an extended period. This can really hinder an enemy team’s ability to quickly regroup.The poison damage also causes the Brawler to appear while in the grass, so it also prevents Brawlers inflicted with poison from hiding for a time.Crow is a great poker that
can finish off low health enemies or continuously prevent isolated brawlers from regenerating health and force them to retreat.Crow’s Super is a viable escape tool. If you are low on health with Brawlers approaching, use his Super to fly away. The ring of daggers will damage the Brawlers both on take-off and landing.Never quickfire your Super when
low on health, as it will dangerously launch you toward the closest enemy.Because Crow has low health, stay a distance away from other brawlers. Crow also doesn’t do much damage at a close range.Crow’s very fast movement speed can be used to dodge most slow attacks i.e. Brocks and Beas rockets and drones, so use this to your advantage to juke
and waste the enemy’s ammo.An advanced aiming tactic is to try to hit 2 daggers at a medium-range away from your enemy, by aiming slightly to the edges.This gets easier the closer your enemy is to you, however at one point it’s simply better to Autoaim to have all 3 daggers hit a target.Overall, Extra Toxic is the better star power for both Duo and
Solo Showdown.Since survivability is the number one priority, reducing your enemy’s damage is much more important than finishing someone off more easily (with Carrion Crow).Extra Toxic’s damage reduction is percentage-based, it also scales with your target’s powercubes, giving you a better chance against enemies with more powercubes than
you. Our Brawl Stars Crow Guide & Wiki features all of the information about his Skins, Star power, Voice lines, Attack, Stats, and Update note. If you want to see all brawlers list, check here : All Characters List & Stats. Brawl Stars Crow Guide & Wiki “Crow fires a trio of poisoned daggers. As a Super move he leaps, firing daggers both on jump and
on landing!”“This enigmatic creature just appeared in town one day. Nobody dares to ruffle his feathers – not anymore.” Rarity : Legendary BrawlerBrawler Type : Toxic AssassinMovement speed : 820 = 2.73 Tiles per SecondReload Speed : 1.4sCode Name : Crow Attack Switchblade – Normal Attack “Crow throws a triple threat of daggers. Enemies
nicked by the poisoned blades will take damage over time.” Name Attribute Basic Damage / Daggers per Attack Degree Coverage Range Poison Basic Damage / Poison Duration Dagger Speed Super Attack Charge Amount Switchblade Direct Fire, Dot damage 320 / 3 45 = 22.5° 26= 8.67 Tiles 80 / 4s 3261 = 10.87 Tiles per Second 90 x 320 = 6.75% x
3 / 90 x 75 = 1.69% (Poison) Swoop – Super Attack “Crow takes to the skies, throwing a ring of poisoned daggers around him both on take-off and landing.” Name Attribute Basic Damage / Daggers per Super Number of Attack Range Poison Basic Damage / Poison Duration Dagger Speed Super Attack Charge Amount Swoop Direct Fire, Jump, Dot
damage 320 / 14 x 2 2 Times (When jump and land) 26= 8.67 Tiles 80 / 4s 3261 = 10.87 Tiles per Second 80 x 300 = 6% x 14 x twice Star powers Extra Toxic “Crow’s poison saps the strength of enemies, who deal 20% less damage while poisoned.” Carrion Crow “Crow deals +120 damage with his attack and Super to targets with 50% or less health.”
Stats by Level Level Health Normal Attack (Damage per dagger / Poison Damage) Super Attack (Damage per dagger) 1 2400 320/80 320 2 2520 336/84 336 3 2640 352/88 352 4 2760 368/92 368 5 2880 384/96 384 6 3000 400/100 400 7 3120 416/104 416 8 3240 432/108 432 9~10 3360 448/112 448 Brawl Stars Crow Skin Below is a list of all Crow’s
skins. Crow skin White Crow skin Phoenix skin Night Mecha Crow skin Gold Mecha Crow skin Mecha Crow skin Brawl Stars Crow Voice Lines “Let’s settle this beef.”“I smell a rat.”“Don’t mess with my crew.”Start Of Battles Description. “I’m the boss of bosses!”“Talk is cheap.”When In The Lead Description. “You cockroach!”“Woah woah woah!”“I’m
walking here!”“Get outta here.”“You looking at me?”“Hey! Watch out!”Once Hurt Description. “Nice piece of work!”“Sleeping with the fishes.”“I always get my mark.”Getting A Kill Description. “Hey, you clipped me.”When Dying Description. “Ka-kaw!”When Using A Super Description. Update Note 23/10/19 Crow’s Extra Toxic enemy damage
reduction was increased to 20% (from 16%). 9/10/19 Crow’s main attack and Super damage was increased to 320 per knife (from 300).His poison damage was increased to 80 (from 75).His Extra Toxic damage reduction was increased to 16% (from 13%). 18/9/19 Crow’s Extra Toxic damage reduction was increased to 13% (from 10%).His Carrion
Crow damage was increased to 120 (from 100).Fixed animation issues in the Phoenix Crow skin. 21/8/19 Crow’s Star Power Carrion Crow was added. 12/7/19 The Mecha Crow skin was added. 26/6/19 Gold and Night Mecha Crow skins were added. 15/4/19 Crow’s main attack and Super damage was increased to 300 per knife (from 280).His poison
damage was increased to 75 (from 70). 27/2/19 Crow’s reload time was decreased to 1.4s (from 1.5s). 5/12/18 Crow’s Super was changed to require 8 daggers + poison to fully charge (from 9 + poison). 19/6/18 The Phoenix Crow skin was released. 29/5/18 Crow’s main attack and Super damage was decreased to 280 per knife (from 300). 21/5/18
Crow’s Super was changed to charge more slowly (needs to hit 9 daggers + poison instead of 6 + poison), giving him a 21% damage nerf. 9/4/18 Crow’s main attack and Super damage was decreased to 300 per knife (from 320). 21/3/18 Crow’s projectile size was increased. 16/1/18 Crow’s Super jump speed was decreased by 20%. 18/12/17 Crow’s
Super was changed to charge slightly more slowly (needs to hit 6 daggers + poison instead of 5 + poison).The poison duration from his main attack and Super was reduced to 4 (from 5) seconds. The total damage remained the same. 7/12/17 The health and damage statistics of all Brawlers were multiplied by 4.Crow’s Super has a new animation and
is executed faster. 12/9/17 Crow’s main attack range was decreased by 0.67 tiles.Crow’s Super charges slightly slower. 16/8/17 Crow’s main attack and Super damage increased to 80 per knife (from 60).Poison damage was decreased to 80 per tick (from 90). Source : © 2017 Supercell Oy. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. Trademarks are the property of
their respective owners. Its licensors have not otherwise endorsed and are not responsible for the operation of or content on this site. Official Site. Notice : All images in this page is copyrighted. We assert that this qualifies as fair use of the material under United States copyright law. The copyright of the contents on this site is on the Owwya.com and
Owwya Youtube Channel. Owwya.com. All rights reserved.
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